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VOLUMES COULD LAST
BEYOND OCTOBER
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JOC September 25, 2020

The surge of US imports from Asia — with volume growing at double the
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pace from March through August compared with the same five-month
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period a year ago — could continue into November or possibly early
2021, well beyond when the peak typically subsides, multiple carrier
and forwarder sources tell JOC.com. Containerized US import
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volumes from Asia rocketed 91 percent between March and August,
according to PIERS, a JOC.com sister company within IHS Markit. By
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comparison, inbound shipments from Asia grew 36 percent in the same
period in 2019. Total US imports in the five-month period increased 102
percent, compared with a 47 percent expansion in the March-August
period in 2019. “This, combined with the record-level surge in
ecommerce, is definitely contributing to an extension of the traditional
peak season,” Ed Aldridge, president of CMA CGM (America), said in a
statement to JOC.com
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CONTAINER NON-AVAILABILITY, RISE
IN SEA FREIGHT SERIOUS CONCERN
India Times October 7, 2020

NEW DELHI: Exporters said non-availability of containers and a gradual increase in sea
freights pose big challenges to the country's outbound shipments, which grew year-onyear after a gap of six months in September. The Federation of Indian Export
Organisations (FIEO) said on Wednesday that a 20-40% increase in sea freights since July
and shipping lines shutting out containers abruptly are making deliveries difficult.
“Non-availability of containers for the export sector is posing a serious concern for
meeting delivery commitments to foreign buyers,” said Sharad Kumar Saraf, president,
FIEO. He said for the past couple of months, despite offering space three to four weeks in
advance, shipping lines have been shutting out containers abruptly saying the vessels are
full. “Sea freights have also started increasing gradually since July and all the shipping
lines have increased the freights by 20-40% depending on the destinations,” said Saraf.
FIEO, which expects India’s exports in the range of $290-300 billion in 2020-21, said there
is a need for a regulatory agency for the shipping sector as this important component of
export logistics needs immediate attention. “We expect that the proposed National
Logistics Efficiency Advancement Predictability and Safety Act would be formulated and
implemented soon to protect the exim sector from such sudden and abrupt changes,” said
Saraf.

CMA CGM GETS BACK TO WORK AFTER
RANSOMWARE ATTACK
Splash247 September 30, 2020

The French carrier became the latest big name in container shipping to reveal it had
been hacked on Monday, following other leading liners including Maersk, MSC and
Cosco in recent years. From its Marseille headquarters the company issued a
statement to Splash at 7pm yesterday evening stating that the malware was rapidly
isolated and all necessary protection measures implemented. All communications to
and from the group are secure, including emails, transmitted files and electronic data
interfaces (EDI), the company claimed, adding: “Maritime and port operations are
functioning as per usual. The booking functionalities remain up and running.
Alternative solutions to the e-business site are available in order to support business
continuity for CMA CGM Group’s customers.”
Chester Wisniewski, principal research scientist at British IT firm Sophos, commented:
"...to effectively defend against big game ransomware gangs you must have humans
actively threat hunting and manning your side of the chess board." CMA CGM is not
the only high profile name in intentional shipping to suffer an IT outage this week.
The website of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) is down today, there
UN body citing “technical issues” in an update on social media.
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TECH TIME
Gnosis Monthy Tech Updates

What happens when you take the best of both
worlds and merge it into one platform?

NEW FEATURES
Scheduling collaboration for drayage

+

/ delivery
Chassis usage and billing visibility

A simplified Worfklow for Your Company.
A truly holistic supply chain experience.

Customizable PO Management
Ability to integrate shipments from
other NVOCCs

INTEGRATIONS
The Gnosis Platform seamlessly integrates
with most freight ERPs.

ON THE HORIZON
Domestic delivery map and
updated ETA
Complete Customs Brokerage
Billing Management
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Where You Can Find ASF Global

High Point Fall Market
October 17th-21st

874 Walt Miller Street, Suite 100
Mount Pleasant SC 29464
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